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Blockchain is……

TRUST AUTOMATION

+



Today, traditional system constructs limited visibility 

The food industry today

Grower

Manufacturer

Retailer

Restaurant Logistics

Inputs
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The food industry with blockchain
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Join Your Friends
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Today, we are in full production with a growing 

ecosystem:

• Global, diverse and extensive member network 

on the Food Trust ecosystem  

• 9M+ transactions representing over 7K 

products 

• 5M+ food products on retail shelves

• 500K traces conducted to date

• Top 4 Food Retailers in US on platform 

Globally 

Diverse 

Ecosystem

FDA encourages 

latest technology 

for trace

Food Trust 

generally 

available

Walmart leafy 

green suppliers  

join

Carrefour 

increases brand 

affinity with Food 

Trust

Food Trust releases 

Fresh Insights

Albertsons traces 

romaine lettuce 

Nestlé & Carrefour 

enable consumer 

access to farm-to-store  

info for Mousline

mashed potatoes

2H 2018 1H 2019
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ECOSYSTEM IS EXTENDING VALUE OF FOOD TRUST

Nestle’s Gerber 

Foods 

Driscoll’s Strawberries 

from farm to store 

GSF tracks 

freshness of beef

Tracking multi-

ingredient foods back 

to the source across 

multiple countries 

Capturing data on 

berries as they move 

through the supply 

chain via serialized 

cases and PTI labels

Track, trace & monitor 

fresh beef throughout 

the supply chain with 

ERP, RFID, and IoT 

temperature data in 

blockchain. 

Carrefour provides 

data to shoppers

Shoppers trace 

“Quality and Origin” 

private label antibiotic 

free chicken from 

production through 

distribution by QR 

code scan.
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Golden State Foods (GSF)

Problem

– Today, cold chains are not fully optimized to preserve food 

quality and extend shelf life 

– Restaurants are increasingly competing on freshness

Combining the 

power of 

blockchain and 

IoT to improve 

the cold chain 

Solution

– GSF partnered with Food Trust to create real-time, 

automated visibility into cold chain temperatures and 

product movement using RFID labeling and IoT sensors

Results & Implications

– Precise product movement and temperature data capture 

at every node of the supply chain

– Dynamic shelf life prediction based on real-world 

environmental conditions not production date

– Granular inventory positions and optimal product rotation

https://ibm.invisionapp.com/share/GEGVALGRMD7#/screens/291206936
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Restaurantx | IBM Blockchain

Inventory/Expiration Management

CONVERGENCE OF TECHNOLOGIES: Blockchain + IoT + Analytics
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Supplier View
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Restaurant/Store View
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=18&v=DjIC6RE8kBA
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Physical AND Financial Transactions on One Platform

VISIBILITYTRACEABILITY DISPUTE RESOLUTION

EDUCATIONPRECISION FARMING
PAYMENTS

TRANSACTION SETTLEMENT CONSUMER

ENGAGEMENTTIPSSUSTAINABILITY
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The Mobile App – Consumer’s View
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Governance Model

Built and maintained 

with the collaboration 

of industry thought 

leaders

• Data Ownership

• Membership

• Trust Model

• Interoperability

• 3rd Parties

• And more

Business Value

Designed so every 

participant can see a 

positive ROI

Standards & 

Interoperability 

Built to interoperate 

with blockchain and 

non-blockchain 

solutions leveraging 

existing standards

Technology

Innovative enterprise-

class technology:

• Security / Privacy

• Reliability

• Scalability

• Resilience

• Auditability 

Ecosystem

Open to all participants 

in the food ecosystem

Blockchain-Enabled Solution

An effective blockchain ecosystem requires more than the 

technology



An ecosystem built to create 
value for all actors 
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Food Trust speeds time-to-value by: 

▪ Adding new modules that address various food supply 

chain pain points 

▪ Designing a business model where all clients, from 

small farm to large retailers, generate a positive ROI 

from the first few products and partners onboarded*

▪ Growing the ecosystem with supply chain partners, 

competitors, third parties, and standard-setting bodies

Growers 

Food Manufacturers Food Logistics 

• Provenance  

• Prove sustainable 

growth practices 

• Real-time inventory 

management 

• Automatic certificate 

management 

• Real-time inventory 

management 

• Compliance 

efficiencies 

Wholesalers / 

Distributors

• Real-time inventory 

management 

• Targeted recalls

Food Retailers 

• Brand trust 

• Customer loyalty 

• Targeted recalls 

• Extended shelf-life  

Ensuring value 

for all supply chain actors * Based on internal value analysis



Food Trust offers industry-specific functionality targeted at 
key pain points 
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Fresh Insights* 

Access real-time and 

aggregate supply chain 

data to extend product 

freshness and shelf life 

Trace 

Trace the location and 

status of food products 

upstream and downstream 

across the supply chain

Certifications 

Enable reliability and 

accountability with instant 

access to digitized records 

and documents

Third-party

Partner to expand 

functionalities and deliver 

new value across the food 

system through our APIs 

(see next page) 

Food Supply

Ecosystem 

Blockchain

Technology 

IBM Blockchain Platform

Hyperledger Fabric

*Will be made available in 2019 

Capabilities 

Information-

sharing 

Platform  

APIs can be used to retrieve platform data to create new applications for internal and consumer facing applications 
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Blockchain is……

TRUST AUTOMATION

+



Industry leaders have been working with 
Food Trust for several years to build a robust 
and comprehensive blockchain ecosystem for 
the food industry.     
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Join us 
today

ibm.com/food

Paul Chang

IBM Blockchain

—

paul.chang@us.ibm.com

NORTH HALL 

BOOTH 6647
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Only 1 in 4 consumers trust 
today’s food ecosystem.

1 out of 10 
people get sick each year, and 

420,000 die from foodborne 

illness

80%
of CPGs business are partially 

or entirely paper-based

$162 B
is shed by the American 

restaurant industry annually in 

food waste 

1 in 5 
seafood samples is mislabeled 

worldwide 

(43% mislabeled in NYC)
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The root of these issues, and many others, are the lack of trust and transparency

Food Safety Supply Chain Inefficiency Food Waste Food Fraud

Sources: World Health Organization, Gravitas Study, FAO of UN, Oceana

https://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/handle/10665/199350/9789241565165_eng.pdf;jsessionid=3E00247C81C44B754CE46C3FC35ED403?sequence=1
https://www.supplychaindive.com/news/retailers-not-digitized-supply-chain/548685/
https://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2014/10/141013-food-waste-national-security-environment-science-ngfood/
https://usa.oceana.org/publications/reports/casting-wider-net-more-action-needed-stop-seafood-fraud-united-states


Blockchain transforms systems 
with trust and transparency
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The Solution:

• Because blockchain provides an independent data-

sharing platform, participants trust it 

• Once data is shared in a single data-sharing platform, 

everyone has instant transparency into the transactions 

they are authorized to view; no intermediation required 

• Data immutability creates an auditable record of all 

transactions, disincentivizing fraudulent behavior 

• Dispute resolution from the shared ledger can be 

automated saving time and resources 

The food industry with blockchain

Grower

Manufacturer

RetailerRestaurant

Logistics

Inputs
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An open, distributed blockchain model

Trust Anchors

IBM Food Trust participants 

that are endorsing, validating, 

and securing the network

Nodes anywhere

Flexibility with nodes in 

hybrid cloud 

environments for running 

Smart Contracts

Open APIs

Open data to enable 

ecosystem clients and 

partners to build customization 

with IBM Food Trust 

Interoperability

Supported through 

Smart Contracts, 

integrate and connect 

data across networks 

and other infrastructure 

Distributed Nodes & 

Smart Contracts 

Clients using IBM Food 

Trust data to express 

unique business logic 


